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to me, diana, sofi_53
Ethnicity & Health

23-Aug-2020 

Dear Dr. Widyarini: 

Your manuscript entitled "An explorative study of beliefs in two groups of community health promoters of adolescent reproductive health in Indonesia: informed by theory of planned behavi
has been successfully submitted online and is presently being given full consideration for publication in Ethnicity & Health. 

Your manuscript ID is CETH-2019-0323.R1. 

Please mention the above manuscript ID in all future correspondence or when calling the office for questions. If there are any changes in your street address or e-mail address, please log 
Manuscript Central at https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/ceth and edit your user information as appropriate. 

You can also view the status of your manuscript at any time by checking your Author Centre after logging in to https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/ceth. 

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to Ethnicity & Health. 

Sincerely, 
Ethnicity & Health Editorial Office
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Nurlaela Widyarini <nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id>

Ethnicity & Health - Decision on Manuscript ID CETH-2019-0323 
1 message

Ethnicity & Health <onbehalfof@manuscriptcentral.com> 2 July 2020 at 18:07
Reply-To: martha.chinouya@lstmed.ac.uk
To: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id

Thank you for submitting your manuscript entitled "An explorative study of beliefs in the promotion of adolescent reproductive health from two groups of Indonesian community health promoters: informed by theory of planned behavior" to
Ethnicity & Health. It has now been reviewed.  The reviewer comments are included at the bottom of this letter. 

The reviews are in general favourable and suggest that, subject to minor revisions, your paper could be suitable for publication.  Please consider these suggestions, and I look forward to receiving your revision. 

When you revise your manuscript please highlight the changes you make in the manuscript by using the track changes mode in MS Word or by using bold or coloured text. 

To submit the revision, log into https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/ceth and enter your Author Centre, where you will find your manuscript title listed under "Manuscripts with Decisions." Under "Actions," click on "Create a Revision." 

Alternatively, your revised manuscript can be submitted by way of the following link: *** PLEASE NOTE: This is a two-step process. After clicking on the link, you will be directed to a webpage to confirm. ***  

https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/ceth?URL_MASK=9a60d8374db34431a9406e0bd8b3b4ab 

Your manuscript number has been appended to denote a revision. Please enter your responses to the comments made by the reviewer(s) in the space provided. You can use this space to document any changes you made to the original
manuscript. Please be as specific as possible in your response to the reviewer(s). 

IMPORTANT:  Your original files are available to you when you upload your revised manuscript.  Please delete any redundant files before completing the submission. 

Because we are trying to facilitate timely publication of manuscripts submitted to Ethnicity & Health, your revised manuscript should be uploaded as soon as possible.  If it is not possible for you to submit your revision within three months,
we may have to consider your paper as a new submission. 

If you have any concerns or issues when submitting your revision please contact the journal's editorial office at ceth-peerreview@journals.tandf.co.uk. 

Once again, thank you for submitting your manuscript to Ethnicity & Health and I look forward to receiving your revision. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Martha  Chinouya 
Associate Editor, Ethnicity & Health 
martha.chinouya@lstmed.ac.uk 

Reviewer(s)' Comments to Author: 

Reviewer: 1 

Comments to the Author 
This is an interesting paper which makes a strong case for applying the theory of planned behavior in understanding the salient beliefs of community reproductive health promoters.  It goes some way in demonstrating the need to engage
with community health promoters’ salient beliefs at planning stages to improve sustainability in relation to intention to promote reproductive health activities. 

However, I have some concerns: 

1.      Situating these salient beliefs in “culture” is rather problematic. While the section “Exploring Cultural beliefs in promoting ARH” appropriately alludes to how socio - cultural contexts shape behaviour change, in this paper, the cultural
aspect is rather anecdotal. The abstract reads: “… little is known about culturally specific beliefs and potential …”  I think this is potentially misleading as the reader expects the paper to engage with culturally specific beliefs & yet it
engages with behavioural, normative and control beliefs.  I am however mindful that these are very context dependent beliefs, so if the concept ‘culture’ has to be used in this study, it has to be explained & qualified, otherwise ‘social’ may
be more appropriate. 
2.      Methods section –  i) What sampling method/s were used to recruit research participants?   ii) the use of focus group discussions and open ended questions (semi structured interviews?) used in phase 1 of the study warrants some
explanation including the number of semi structured interviews and focus group discussions (plus number of participants in each) held, duration etc.  Furthermore, these methods generate qualitative data which was coded and converted
to numerical form (lines 23 – 46) = content analysis:  this process also needs some explaining with relevant citations (how this was done etc.) 
3.      Ethical Considerations – while the ethical approval was sought from a relevant Ethics Review Committee; how were ethical considerations addressed in relation to individual research participants – e.g.  informed consent,
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confidentiality etc.   
4.      The paper has a catalogue of grammatical errors which affects coherence in some parts, e.g.  
Page 1 Line 23 – to systematically ‘this’ beliefs instead of ‘these’ 
Page 1 Line 41 Descriptive ‘statistic’ instead of ‘statistics’ 
Page 4 lines 52 - 54 meaning not clear, revise 
Page 6 lines 39 – 44 meaning not clear, revise 
Page 10 line 45 - the word “favour” is not appropriate, do you mean “benefits”? 
Page 11 line 20 - “… they tended to abide the board of management…” meaning not clear, please needs revising  
Page 12 line 41-  The ‘result discovered’ consider results/ findings showed  
Same as above “… most substantial believed” do you mean “most perceived”? 
Page 12 line 60 – “… those disadvantages to be of tiny possibility” do you mean inconsequential?   
Page 13 line 3 – “this situation could happen owing to the frequency of health promotions …” Needs revising, inappropriate wording 
Page 14 line 46 – “this is the first step of an ongoing studies …” needs revising; including line after next  

Overall the paper requires thorough proof reading and editing 

Reviewer: 2 

Comments to the Author 
Review of: An explorative study of beliefs in the promotion of adolescent reproductive health from two groups of Indonesian community health promoters: informed by theory of planned behaviour
This study aimed to explore and compare underlying cultural beliefs in posyandu cadres and peer educators in promoting adolescent reproductive health, drawing on the theory of planned behaviour. It would be of interest to the wider
readership of Ethnicity and Health and the findings have clear practical implications. 
On the whole the paper is well written though the abstract needs copy editing to correct the several infelicities in the use of English. 
The ‘materials and methods’ section states that participants were  Posyandu cadres and  peer educators from three villages in the Sukapura Sub-district.  More information is needed on: the process for obtaining informed consent;  how
these participants were selected and recruited; and, of those contacted, how many declined to participate. In phase 2, there appears to be a fall-off in Posyandu cadres recruited from 20 to 14: what were the reasons for this attrition? 
Minor points/typos: 
p. 3, line 18. Incorrect spelling of Indonesia 
p. 4, line 52. of theoretical based – of a theoretical base? 
p. 8, line 8. focused group discussion – focus group discussion? 
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Reply-To: Tamara_baker@med.unc.edu
To: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id, diana@ugm.ac.id, sofi_53@ugm.ac.id

23-Aug-2020 

Dear Dr. Widyarini: 

Your manuscript entitled "An explorative study of beliefs in two groups of community health promoters of adolescent reproductive health in Indonesia: informed by theory of planned behavior" has been successfully submitted online and is
presently being given full consideration for publication in Ethnicity & Health. 

Your manuscript ID is CETH-2019-0323.R1. 

Please mention the above manuscript ID in all future correspondence or when calling the office for questions. If there are any changes in your street address or e-mail address, please log in to Manuscript Central at
https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/ceth and edit your user information as appropriate. 

You can also view the status of your manuscript at any time by checking your Author Centre after logging in to https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/ceth. 

Thank you for submitting your manuscript to Ethnicity & Health. 

Sincerely, 
Ethnicity & Health Editorial Office 
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Ethnicity & Health <onbehalfof@manuscriptcentral.com> 13 October 2020 at 21:34
Reply-To: martha.chinouya@lstmed.ac.uk
To: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id

Ref: An explorative study of beliefs in two groups of community health promoters of adolescent reproductive health in Indonesia: informed by theory of planned behavior 

Thank you for submitting your manuscript. Our referees have now considered your paper and have recommended publication in Ethnicity & Health.  We are pleased to accept your paper in its current form which will now be forwarded to
the publisher for copy editing and typesetting. 

You will receive proofs for checking, and instructions for transfer of copyright in due course. 

The publisher also requests that proofs are checked and returned within 48 hours of receipt. 

Thank you for your contribution to Ethnicity & Health and we look forward to receiving further submissions from you. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Martha  Chinouya 
Associate Editor, Ethnicity & Health 
martha.chinouya@lstmed.ac.uk 

Reviewer(s)' Comments to Author: 

Reviewer: 1 

Comments to the Author 
The authors have fully responded to the peer review reports. 

Reviewer: 2 

Comments to the Author 
Paper well revised, and authors adequately  considered & addressed  issues raised. 

Nurlaela Widyarini <nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id> 15 October 2020 at 09:41
To: martha.chinouya@lstmed.ac.uk

To. Dr. Martha  Chinouya 
Associate Editor, Ethnicity & Health 
martha.chinouya@lstmed.ac.uk 

We would like to thank you for accepting and have recommended our publication in Ethnicity & Health.  

We again appreciate the kindness of the Editor and Reviewers in helping improve our  manuscript. We are looking forward to receive proofs for checking, and the instruction for transfer of copyright in du course.

Sincerely,
Dr. Nurlaela Widyarini, M.Si
Faculty of Psychology
University of Muhammadiyah Jember
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To: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id

Your Author Publishing Agreement (APA) with Taylor and Francis

 

Attention: Nurlaela Widyarini

Hello,

In order to publish your article, "An explorative study of beliefs in two groups
of community health promoters of adolescent reproductive health in
Indonesia: informed by theory of planned behavior", we ask that you
complete your Author Publishing Agreement. Please click the link below (or
copy the URL into your browser) to launch our online Author Publishing
Agreement portal. The process should take only a few minutes. In most
cases, you will receive immediate notice that your agreement is accepted
and will be able to download a copy of it for your records.

Please do not reply to this email. If you need immediate assistance
concerning your article, please instead contact CETH-production@journals.
tandf.co.uk.

Thank you.

 

    Start »    

https://authoragreement.taylorandfrancisgroup.com/Start/38bb07ce-7884-4077-a09c-d4986ef4b089

© 2015 - Informa UK Limited, an Informa Group Company

Nurlaela Widyarini <nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id> 15 October 2020 at 16:54
To: Diana Setiyawati <diana@ugm.ac.id>
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Nurlaela Widyarini <nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id>

Welcome to Taylor & Francis Production: Ethnicity & Health 1838453 
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CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk <cats@taylorandfrancis.com> 15 October 2020 at 13:09
Reply-To: CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk
To: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id

Any copyrighted material reproduced in your paper must include an accompanying attribution. Brief extracts of third-party material may be cleared for use under the fair use / fair dealing policy, and don't require full copyright clearance
from the Rightsholder. For further information and to access a template form for requesting permission, please see https://authorservices.taylorandfrancis.com/using-third-party-material-in-your-article/. Please keep copies of all
correspondence.

Article: An explorative study of beliefs in two groups of community health promoters of adolescent reproductive health in Indonesia: informed by theory of planned behavior

Journal: Ethnicity & Health CETH

Article ID: CETH 1838453

Dear Nurlaela Widyarini,

We are delighted that you have chosen to publish your article in Ethnicity & Health. I will be your Production Editor and will work with you to oversee the production of your article through to publication. My contact details are given at the
end of this email.

• Please log in to CATS to complete your Author Publishing Agreement. Your user name and password are given below. If you have any questions on the process of completing your agreement, please contact me.

Proofs will be ready for you to check in approximately 6 working days and we would like you to return your corrections within 2 days. Please let me know if there will be any difficulty in meeting this schedule.

We will be sending proofs to you through our online proofing system. You will receive notification when your proofs are available and the link to access them from the email address: eg_tandf@novatechset.com.

• You can check the status of your paper online through the CATS system at: https://cats.informa.com/PTS/in?ut=C3BBD6EEED6D470DADE3F2AA909EE56F

• Your User Name is: widyarn

• Your Password is: Widy8665_# (You will be required to change this first time you log in)

• The DOI of your paper is: 10.1080/13557858.2020.1838453. Once your article has published online, it will be available at the following permanent link: https://doi.org/10.1080/13557858.2020.1838453 .

Yours sincerely,

Geetha Chandrasekaran

Email:CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk 

Nurlaela Widyarini <nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id> 15 October 2020 at 16:54
To: Diana Setiyawati <diana@ugm.ac.id>
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EG TANDF <eg_tandf@novatechset.com> 1 November 2020 at 22:56
To: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id

CETH1838453
Article
Title:

An explorative study of beliefs in two groups of community health
promoters of adolescent reproductive health in Indonesia: informed by
theory of planned behavior

Manuscript
DOI:

10.1080/13557858.2020.1838453

Journal: Ethnicity & Health

Dear Nurlaela Widyarini,
I am pleased to inform you that your proofs are now available for review using
the Taylor & Francis online proofing system:  
 
Please submit your corrections by 2020-11-03, to avoid delay to publication.
Corrections must be limited to answers to the Author Queries, typographical and
essential corrections only. After we have received your corrections and Author
Publishing Agreement, your article will be corrected and published online within
10 working days.  
 
The DOI of your paper is: 10.1080/13557858.2020.1838453. Once your article
has published online, it will be available at the following permanent link:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/13557858.2020.1838453.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/13557858.2020.1838453


Thanks,
Geetha Chandrasekaran,  
Taylor & Francis Group,  
Email : CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk

 
If you have any questions, please contact me using the details below and I will be
pleased to assist.  

Start Proofing

Note: If the link above (Start Proofing) does not work, please copy this URL into your browser
window: https://eg2.novatechset.com//home/land/64596%7C1
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Article
Title:

An explorative study of beliefs in two groups of community health
promoters of adolescent reproductive health in Indonesia: informed by
theory of planned behavior

Manuscript
DOI:

10.1080/13557858.2020.1838453

Journal: Ethnicity & Health

Dear Nurlaela Widyarini,
 
This email confirms that you have submitted corrections to your proofs via the
Taylor & Francis online proofing system.  
 
Kindly download the snapshot pdf as a record of your corrections from here. This
will be available for 14 days.  
 
If any of this information is incorrect, please contact the Production Editor:
Geetha Chandrasekaran, Email: CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk  
 
We would be grateful if you could answer this very short questionnaire to provide
feedback on how you found the online proofing process. It should take about 1-2

https://eg2.novatechset.com//Upload/TANDF/CETH/CETH1838453/AUTHOR/CETH1838453_snapshot.pdf
mailto:CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk


Thanks,
Yours sincerely,  
Taylor & Francis Group.

minutes to complete: http://www.surveygizmo.eu/s3/90026339/Taylor-Francis-
Online-Correction-Tool-T  
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Nurlaela Widyarini <nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id>

Re: Change in my details / contact information: CETH 1838453 #TrackingId:7659181 
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CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk <CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk> 12 November 2020 at 01:39
To: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id
Cc: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id

Dear Prof. Widyarini,

Thank you for the email.

I have corrected the affiliation section and reposted the article on Nov 6, 2020.

Please check the article in TFO and let me know whether the affiliation are updated or not. On your response, I will check with the EP team.

Best regards, 
Geetha  
Ethnicity & Health 

From:cats@taylorandfrancis.com 
Sent:10-11-2020 10:11 
To:geetha@novatechset.com 
Cc:nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id 
Subject:Re: Change in my details / contact information: CETH 1838453

The following message was sent to you by an author via CATS: 

Journal: CETH 
Manuscript ID:1838453 
Title:An explorative study of beliefs in two groups of community health promoters of adolescent reproductive health in Indonesia: informed by theory of planned behavior 

Author / From: Dr. Nurlaela Widyarini 
E-mail: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id 

Dear Geetha, 

Thank you for your email and informed me that the Journal have updated the details and reposted the article online. But we couldn't find the update in article online as you mentioned in the email. 
I would be grateful if you could let me know how to find it. 
Thank you, 

Warm regards, 
Nurlaela Widyarini 

Nurlaela Widyarini <nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id> 12 November 2020 at 13:16
To: CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk

Dear Geetha,
 
Thank you for your email.
We have checked our ar�cle in TFO, en�tled:

mailto:cats@taylorandfrancis.com
mailto:geetha@novatechset.com
mailto:nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id
mailto:nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id


An explora�ve study of beliefs in two groups of community health promoters of adolescent reproduc�ve health in Indonesia: informed by theory of planned behavior
https://doi.org/10.1080/13557858.2020.1838453

 
As we agreed  in arranging to update the affilia�on sec�on for first author (Nurlaela Widyarini), so it would be:
Nurlaela Widyarini ab:  a. Faculty of Psychology, University of Muhammadiyah Jember and
b. Faculty of Psychology, Universitas Gadjah Mada.
 
And as the consequences, we follow the correc�on policy from the publisher, so it would be statement will be included as footnote:
This ar�cle has been corrected with minor changes. These changes do not impact the academic content of the ar�cle.
I have downloaded the preprint of our ar�cle (please find the a�achment). We couldn't find the affilia�on update as we have discussed.
Thank you very much for your help and assistance.
 
Regards,
Nurlaela Widyarini     
[Quoted text hidden]
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CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk <CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk> 13 November 2020 at 10:52
To: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id

Dear Prof. Widyarini,

Thank you for the email.

I have enclosed the published version of your article. Please refer to it. We have updated the affiliation section as per correction policy.

Please let me know, if you need any further assistance.

Best regards, 
Geetha 
Ethnicity & Health 

[Quoted text hidden]
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Nurlaela Widyarini <nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id> 13 November 2020 at 20:17
To: CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk

Dear Geetha,

Thank you for the the last version of our article and updated the affiliation as per correction policy. We agreed with the last update as in your attachment. 
But unfortunately, when we open at TFO , from the website: https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13557858.2020.1838453, 
the status of our article still not updated yet. 
Also, we are not sure what went wrong. 
Please inform me, how to check it from our end so we can confirm you. 

Thank you for your assistance...

Regards, 

https://doi.org/10.1080/13557858.2020.1838453
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=2b5ff68fdf&view=att&th=175bb190e0fc03a3&attid=0.1&disp=attd&realattid=f_khefug0n0&safe=1&zw
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Nurlaela Widyarini
[Quoted text hidden]

CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk <CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk> 16 November 2020 at 11:25
To: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id

Dear Prof. Widyarini,

Thank you for the email.

Are you able to download the PDF at your end? If so, can you please download the PDF and check at your end & confirm the same to me?

[Quoted text hidden]

[Quoted text hidden]

Nurlaela Widyarini <nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id> 16 November 2020 at 13:32
To: CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk

Dear Geetha,
Thank you for your assistance. I have downloaded the article from TFO, today. 
Please find the attachment below and the affiliation still not updated yet. 

Regards,
Nurlaela Widyarini

[Quoted text hidden]
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CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk <CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk> 16 November 2020 at 16:07
To: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id

Dear Prof. Widyarini,

I am afraid. I have made the necessary updates and reposted the article. However, it has not updated in TFO page. 

I will check with the XML team and arrange to reupload the file again. 

[Quoted text hidden]

[Quoted text hidden]

Nurlaela Widyarini <nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id> 16 November 2020 at 22:10
To: CETH-production@journals.tandf.co.uk

Dear Geetha,
Thank you very much for your help.

Regards, 
Widyarini
[Quoted text hidden]
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Reply-To: support@tandfonline.com
To: nurlaela@unmuhjember.ac.id

The online platform for Taylor & Francis Group content

Author Services | FAQ | Twitter | Facebook

Dear Nurlaela Widyarini,  
 
Congratulations, we’re delighted to let you know that your final published article (the Version of Record)
is now on Taylor & Francis Online.  
 
An explorative study of beliefs in two groups of community health promoters of adolescent reproductive
health in Indonesia: informed by theory of planned behavior  
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